Motion of the image of an object across the retina (or a camera sensor) may be due to movement of the object, movement of the observation point or a combination of the two. Humans are able to routinely distinguish between these causes and correctly perceive whether an object of interest is in motion or scene-stationary. The important question is how this ubiquitous and difficult problem is solved.
We have investigated whether the brain can resolve the ambiguity by comparing the retinal motion of the object of interest -the target -to that of scene objects. We find that relative retinal motion can indeed be used, and suggest that the processing may be done by cortical areas sensitive to optic flow [1, 2] .
Moving the scene relative to a stationary observer -rather than the observer within the sceneprovides a way to focus on the role of relative retinal motion by excluding the contribution of other sources of movement information. Some particularly ingenious researchers have found ways to move physical rooms or their 'virtual' equivalents [3] [4] [5] around static observers. In this study, we employed an alternative, simpler solution and moved a virtual scene composed of an array of cubes (Figure 1 , right panel), presented on a CRT to a stationary observer. The so we would expect some observers to be unable to perform this particular task. Therefore, for inclusion we required that, in a parallel experiment with the probe at a fixed disparity-defined distance, an observer showed a strong (r 2 > 0.6) negative correlation between relative speed and response time. (Figure 1, left panel) .
Examine the left panel illustrating the simulated observer movement and note that the target object is shown at three distances: F1, F2 and N (filled circles). Because the target remains directly ahead of the observer during the simulated movement, it must be moving within the scene. Geometry dictates that a target object at F1 is moving faster through the scene than a target object at F2. Further, a target object at N is moving in the opposite direction to target objects at F1 and F2. This is a very useful relationship because, if the brain does use relative motion to calculate scene-relative movement, then by simply changing the distance of the target object in our experiment, we should be able to produce predictable changes in perceived target velocity.
Rather than rely on a subjective report of perceived speed we attempted to tap the observer's immediate percept of movement. To do so, we made use of a measure employed in a similar situation by Smeets and Brenner [6] . It has previously been shown that the time it takes to detect movement is a function of speed; fast movements are detected more quickly [6] . Because of the geometric considerations discussed above, if the brain uses relative motion and an observer is asked to press a button as soon as target movement is detected, then the button press should occur sooner when the target is at distance F1 than when it is at F2. Furthermore, we should be able to manipulate which of two buttons, indicating target direction, an observer will press by placing the target at either N or F1. Note that the motion on the retina is identical in all three cases; only the binocular disparity of the target differs.
The relative motion predictions were supported by the data. 
